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Abstract

The emergence of e-commerce has changed the way people trade. However, merchants are
charged high fees for their use of the platform and for payment services. These costs are passed
on to customers in the form of higher prices. Blockchain technology can provide lower transaction
fees with high security and privacy level but is incapable of delivering the number of transactions
per second demanded by real e-commerce. Establishing a layer above the blockchain to manage
transactions which we called Blockchain Layer2 technology, has the potential to solve these
issues. In this article, we focus on the effect that layer2 technology can provide in reducing
fee costs and improving transaction volumes. We introduce the problems that the e-commerce
industry is facing currently and how blockchain layer2 technology can help to address these
issues. We list and describe the main layer2 mechanisms based on the Bitcoin and Ethereum
blockchains. We discuss issues that arise when applying layer 2 technology to e-commerce.
We analyse the costs associated with difference e-commerce payment network topologies and
investigate the funds-capacity needed to support high levels of value transfer.

1 Introduction

An e-commerce platform is an application which acts as a trading bridge between merchants and
purchasers. With the rapid development of Internet and e-commerce technology, online shopping
has become an important part of people’s daily life. In recent years, the number of e-commerce
online customers in various regions of the world has increased significantly. There are more than
three million companies worldwide engaged in e-commerce[1], including Amazon, eBay, Alibaba
and Walmart. There are also many festivals around the world which cause peaks in e-commerce,
such as Singles’ Day, Black Friday, Cyber Monday, or the Christmas Sales. For example, Alipay
handled a peak of 325,000 transactions per second on Singles’ Day, 2018[2].

Internet electronic payment is an indispensable part of e-commerce transactions. Customers
select products from the merchant via the Internet and purchase with an electronic payment. Credit
or debit cards are accepted by most e-commerce platforms. We take a MasterCard payment as
an example. There are several steps that must be undertaken to complete a payment, including
authorization, clearing and settlement. The processes involve a customer, an e-commerce platform,
a customer’s bank, the MasterCard company or MasterCard system, a MasterCard settlement
bank, a merchant’s bank, and result in nearly 20 transactions or messages being exchanged among
these participants[3].

E-Commerce has the following three main features and we take Amazon.com as an example.
(1) High transaction frequency. Amazon has an average 50 sales/second and had 2.2 billion sales
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in the year 2016[4].
(2) The average payment amount is small.
(3) There are a great number of products and diverse trading entities. There are 200 million active
products on Amazon, and 244 million active user accounts.

However, the existing e-commerce system structure has several problems.
(1) E-commerce platforms control the system and user’s data. An e-commerce platform maintains
its databases. Even though the databases are distributed, these data are controlled by the company
itself. Users do not know how the e-commerce company uses their private information or whether
their data has been leaked.
(2) High processing fees charged by e-commerce platforms and intermediaries. The transaction
fees include a processing fee and an authorization fee. For domestic purchasing, the processing fee
is 2.9% of the product cost and the authorization fee is $0.30. For international purchasing, the
processing fee is 3.9% of the product with the same authorization fee[5]. These transaction fees will
increase as the value of the order increases. These extra fees are levied on merchants. However,
ultimately the customers will pay.

Therefore, better solutions are sought for this industry. Blockchain technology has great poten-
tial to impact the e-commerce industry. Blockchain Technology is best known as the underlying
technology of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency. The blockchain is a sequence of blocks which acts as an
unchangeable public ledger combining technology and incentive mechanisms to ensure data correct-
ness and trustworthiness without a central authority. Bitcoin was proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto
in 2008[6] and Vitalik Buterin proposed Ethereum in 2013[7]. Blockchain is a great technology
and can make organizations or transactions more transparent, democratic, decentralized, effective,
and secure. However, compared with traditional solutions, like Visa, the Transactions per Second
(TPS) of blockchain is significantly low. The Visa Credit Card processing system can process more
than 65,000 transactions per second theoretically in 2018 and the actual average transaction rate is
around 1,700 per second[8]. Bitcoin can actually handle 3-7 transactions per second[9]. Ethereum
theoretically can support 29 transactions per second, but it actually supports around 8[10].

Blockchain Layer2 approaches have the potential to help the e-commerce industry enabling the
blockchain to service high traffic volumes. The layer2 solution is to move a lot of transactions off
the blockchain. Only the final status is submitted to the Layer1 chain (blockchain or On-Chain)
for verification. This can significantly improve the current limitation on the number of transactions
per second. At the same time, the first layer can guarantee the security and trust of the second
layer. The following are some advantages that blockchain Layer2(Off-Chain) approaches can give
to e-commerce.
(1) Instant payments. Unlike traditional payments where multiple participants and processes are
involved, payments through Layer2 are just between a customer and a merchant. As long as
participants agree their balance status, that status can be confirmed locally.
(2) No third party. Status updates are propagated between peers. They do not require a consensus
mechanism which saves time. Compared with the traditional e-commerce network, customers and
merchants do not need to interact with banks or intermediaries for every transaction.
(3) Protect privacy. Status updates are off the chain. Peer-to-peer communication guarantees
privacy and only the final status is submitted to the blockchain which can better protect users
privacy than the traditional e-commerce platforms.
(4) Low transaction fees. Only on-chain transactions consume significant transaction fees, and
status updates are free. Hundreds of thousands of transactions can be generated between a merchant
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and a customer, with very low or no transaction fees. Applying Layer2 approaches can significantly
reduce transactions fees for e-commerce users.

This article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review related work and introduce basic
concepts of blockchain technology. In Section 3, we present and analyze the blockchain Layer2
approaches proposed or implemented in recent years. In Section 4, we apply Layer2 approaches to
mass e-commerce and discuss topology and funds capacity issues. Section 5 concludes this article
and reflects our contribution.

2 Blockchain Overview and Related Work

2.1 Blockchain

The blockchain is a ledger used to record transactions taking place around the world which provides
an alternative payment method without requiring trust in any third party. The word ”Blockchain”
consists of ”block” and ”chain”. A block is made up of many digital transaction records. Take
an e-commerce scenario as an example. When a customer purchases a product on an e-commerce
platform, a record is generated including the date, order time, and amount of purchase. In the
same time period, there are hundreds of transaction records generated by customers in different
parts of the world. If the payment is to be processed on the blockchain, these transactions which
are waiting to be processed are placed in an ”unconfirmed transaction pool”. Figure 1 shows an
example of one of these pools. Each transaction must be confirmed for validity by other computers
which we call ”miners”. Miners pick up transactions from the pool and check if the sender has
sufficient funds based on his transfer history. If the transaction is eligible to be executed, it can be
added to a block together with the customer’s signature. Miners can select hundreds or thousands
of transactions to be placed in a block as long as this number does not reach the block size[9]
limitation of Bitcoin or gas limitation[10] of Ethereum. Miners get transaction fees as part of their
reward when they produce a successful block. Therefore, increasing transaction fees can help a
customer to have his transaction quickly chosen for adding to the blockchain.

Figure 1: Transaction Selection for a Miner(Tx1, Tx2, Tx3 are in the pool. The miner selects Tx2
which has the highest transaction fee.)
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A block[11] consists of a block header and a block body. Figure 2 shows the structure of a block
in the Bitcoin blockchain. The block body contains transactions. Transactions are messages that
detail funds transmissions from one user to another. Each block has a unique hash code that allows
others to distinguish it from other blocks. Miners have to solve a difficult mathematical problem to
find a hash for a block they want to add to the blockchain. This process is called ”mining” and the
problem-solving algorithm is called ”Proof-of-Work”. The metadata of a block header is an input
of the hash function. When a hash function is applied, even a one-bit change of the input causes
a completely different output. This feature makes the problem hard to solve but easy to check.
Figure 2 shows the block header structure. Miners repeatably change the Nonce value in the block
header to impact the hash result to match the target output. The algorithm can automatically
readjust the difficulty value in the block header to ensure a stable block generating speed. The
block can be added to the blockchain once a miner finds a valid hash. Transactions in this block
can then be viewed by the public.

Figure 2: The block structure of Bitcoin blockchain

The two most popular public blockchains are: the Bitcoin blockchain and the Ethereum blockchain.

2.2 Bitcoin Blockchain

The Bitcoin blockchain was proposed by Santoshi Nakamoto in 2008[6]. In Bitcoin, Unspent Trans-
action Outputs(UTXOs) are used to record transfers. UTXOs are coins available to be spent[12]. In
UTXO’s accounting method, each transaction is divided into inputs and outputs. Each transaction
consumes the UTXO generated by the previous transaction, and then generates a new UTXO. The
UTXO model is stateless. The balance of an account is all the unspent UTXO collections belonging
to the address. Figure 3 shows the how UTXOs work.

The Bitcoin blockchain uses scripts to execute transactions. Script is a kind of programming
language for accessing and spending outputs. Locking scripts are placed on outputs which specify
the conditions that must be true to spend the UTXO. Unlocking scripts are placed on inputs which
prove inputs fulfil the conditions specified in the UTXO. These unlocking scripts contain user’s
digital signatures. When a node receives a transaction, it will execute the locking and unlocking
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Figure 3: UTXO

scripts together to see whether the digital signature matches the address that the output is locked
to[13].

In the Bitcoin blockchain, The sequence order can be easily verified. Inputs link to existing
outputs. A node can check whether an output has been consumed or not. In addition, transactions
are both the result and the proof. There is no extra computation and state storage required.

However, bitcoin scripts are stateless and cannot execute loops or other complex functions.

2.3 Ethereum Blockchain

The Ethereum blockchain was proposed by Vitalik Buterin[7] in 2013. Ethereum intends to create
a more general protocol that supports a Turing-complete programming language, where users can
write smart contracts and create a variety of decentralized applications. The concept of Smart
Contracts was proposed by Nick Szabo[14] in 1994. In Ethereum, smart contracts are more complex
scripts than those used on the Bitcoin blockchain. Ethereum smart contracts have contract storage
that can influence the behavior of the program. The Ethereum blockchain uses smart contracts
to automatically execute interactions between the blockchain platform and users without the need
for trusted intermediaries. There are several languages used to implement smart contract code,
including Solidity and Vyper. Solidity is the most commonly used. Solidity is a JavaScript-like
language. The Solidity compiler can translate solidity code into bytecode which can be executed
by the Ethereum Client, which is implemented by each node on the Ethereum Network. In this
way, a smart contract is stored in the blockchain and is identified by its address. We can trigger
a smart contract by sending a transaction to its address which may include parameters. The
Bitcoin blockchain uses UTXOs to save records in a point-to-point electronic cash system. Due to
the lack of state preservation and programmability in the UTXO model, Ethereum introduced an
Account/Balance model to generate records. The Account/Balance model is similar to how our
bank accounts work. In the Ethereum platform, transactions deploy contracts, do function calls,
and transfer funds. With this model, interactions between accounts become simple and it is easy
to check whether there are enough funds in an account. Unlike UTXOs linked one by one, accounts
do not depend on each other which provides convenience and efficiency.

Unlike traditional e-commerce platforms, the data and transactions are managed and viewed by
all participants in the blockchain-based e-commerce network which provides transparency. When
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a customer or a merchant joins the blockchain network, he will have a copy of records on the
blockchain which is automatically updated when a new transaction is added. This ensures the
record cannot be changed by the platform itself. However, there are still some limitations of on-
chain transactions, like the number of transactions per second.

2.4 Related Work

Blockchain technology has great potential to impact the e-commerce industry. Some researchers
and companies have already made contributions on this field. C. Liu, et al., proposed a transaction
settlement system based on blockchain technology to manage transactions automatically using
smart contracts [15]. W. Xie, et al., introduced a consensus algorithm to ensure trusted trading
in e-commerce industry based on the blockchain technology[16]. It allowed simple purchases and
refunds to be made between participants. Y. Li, et al.[17], proposed a balanced e-commerce model
that allows direct payment based on a blockchain between customers and suppliers without involving
an e-commerce service provider, like Amazon. This method creates a great number of transactions
on the blockchain which may cause congestion if the active user group is large enough. These
approaches use the blockchain to improve trust and contracts that execute automatically. However,
they use existing unmodified blockchain networks, like Bitcoin or Ethereum, and do not deal with
scalability issues. B. Li and Y. Wang designed a blockchain-based transaction method taking e-
commerce as an example which moves the dispute process off the blockchain to protect privacy in
the system[18]. X. Min, et al., presented a blockchain protocol to provide better performance in
terms of throughput, capacity and latency in the e-commerce platform[19] using a global consensus
algorithm. These papers move dispute processes or transactions off the blockchain to protect the
privacy and increase the speed of processing a transaction.

As public blockchains, Bitcoin and Ethereum need to handle more transactions if they want to
match today’s e-commerce demand. The problem that blockchain technology is facing is how to
ensure its security while extending its capability to handle a great number of transactions. There
are two basic categories for scalability solutions, Layer1 solutions and Layer2 solutions.

Layer1 solutions take measures on the blockchain itself, including extending the block size[20][21][22],
decreasing the block interval[23][24], and sharding[25]. A low block size limitation reduces the num-
ber of transactions in a block and needs a high transaction fee to incentivize miners. There have
been attempts to scale the block size. Gavin Andresen, a core developer of Bitcoin, proposed, in
2009, that the block size needed to increase to 8MB and be doubled every two years[26]. However,
it is difficult to know whether this growth is appropriate for the Bitcoin network in the future. Jeff
Garzik, another core developer of Bitcoin, proposed increasing the block size to 2MB in 2016[9].
A proposal called Segwit2x tried to implement the change of block size to 2MB. However, it was
cancelled because of a lack of consensus in 2017[27]. Decreasing the block interval is another option.
As we mentioned before, the block interval for Bitcoin is 10 minutes and 15 seconds for Ethereum.
Reducing the block interval will allow a transaction to be confirmed much faster. However, the
shorter the block interval, the easier it is to produce Orphaned Blocks which cannot be included
in the main chain and waste computation power. The current blockchain is like a single thread
computation. Sharding aims to extend it to be multithreaded which means several miners do the
computation and verification at the same time and all valid work will be recorded on the blockchain.

Layer 2 solutions give another option. These solutions attempt to decrease the number of
transactions taking place on the blockchain network. Unlike Layer 1 computation and storage, a
Layer 2 scaling method is an approach to increase the speed of the network without modifying the
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Figure 4: State Channel

root blockchain. It requires an additional communication layer or structure which allows traders to
make hundreds of thousands of payments or micropayments outside the blockchain. In this paper,
we will focus on the second layer solutions.

3 Layer2 Approaches

3.1 State Channel Based Approaches for E-Commerce

State channel based approaches establish an exchange layer above the blockchain which enables cus-
tomers and merchants/platforms to update balance states without interacting with the blockchain.

Figure 4 shows the workflow of state channel based approaches for e-commerce. A customer,
Alice and a merchant, Bob generate a channel and lock up deposits via a multisignature wallet
in Bitcoin or a smart contract in Ethereum. This step gives an initial state for their channel.
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Then participants can generate and sign transactions to counterparties via the channel in Layer2.
Transactions in Layer2 are off-chain messages which indicate balance changes between participants.
Customer Alice can continually or periodically purchase products as long as she has enough funds
in the channel. When they choose to close the channel, both of them can sign and commit that
final state to the blockchain, and withdraw their funds according to the final state. State changes
are stored by participants locally. If one of them finds their counterparty did not commit the
up-to-date state to the blockchain, he can use a recent state to rebut his counterparty.

There are several state channel based solutions for Bitcoin and Ethereum. BitcoinJ[28] is a
library which implemented a unidirectional payment channel for Bitcoin client/server application
in 2013. The transaction can only be sent from one side to another side and only the sender has
to deposit to the channel which suits scenarios like a coffee shop. It was one of the first imple-
mentations of micropayment channels. The Lightning Network[29] is another payment channel
based implementation which was proposed by Joseph Poon and Thaddeus Dryja in 2016. Unlike
BitcoinJ, the Lightning Network supports bidirectional payment channels which means both par-
ticipants can deposit to the channel. It was launched on the Bitcoin Mainnet in 2018. However,
due to the limitation of Bitcoin scrips which cannot support multi-stage transactions, the Lightning
Network is unable to support multiple deposits. That means if the initial deposit is not enough
and participants want to send more transactions to each other, they need to close the channel,
deposit more funds and reopen the channel. Also, participants need to continually monitor the
blockchain to avoid fraud, checking that their counterparty has not submitted out-of-date state.
Eltoo[30] is an improvement on the Lightning Network which was proposed by Lighting Labs, in
2017. It uses a flag for the Bitcoin protocol, SIGHASH NOINPUT, which helps to order state
changes and ensure the latest state will be committed to the blockchain instead of the fraudulent
old state. The Raiden Network[31] is a state channel based solution designed for the Ethereum
network. It is similar to the Lightning Network but uses smart contracts to implement operations
which allows multiple deposits without closing channels. It also can allow payment using ERC-20
standard tokens rather than the underlying Ethereum coin, Ether. The first release of the Raiden
Network, µRaiden Network[32] which allowed unidirectional many-to-one payments, was launched
on the Ethereum mainnet in 2017. The Raiden ”Red Eye” version was released in 2018 which
enables users to send bidirectional payments. The Lightning Network and Raiden Network can
also support payment channel network transfer. Channels linking nodes form a channel network.
If there is no direct channel between two participants, they can send transactions with the help
of other nodes and channels. For example, in Figure 1, when Gina wants to send 1BTC to Ella
without a direct channel, this payment can pass through Bob to Ella with the help of Hashed
TimeLock Contracts (HTLCs). Ella creates a value V which acts as a private key. Then she sends
the hash of V , H to Gina. Gina shares H with Bob and promises if Bob can disclose V , she will
send 1.01BTC to him. In order to get V , Bob sends 1BTC to Ella. After receiving V , he will send
it to Gina and get 1.01BTC from Gina. This is the process by which HTLCs work. However, if
intermediaries become unresponsive, participants along the route have to wait until the timelocks
expire. Sprites[33] is a solution which aims to reduce the waiting time in this situation. Sprites
introduced a global smart contract, called a ”PreimageManager(PM)” to organize the state of each
intermediate node. The PM can automatically confirm the payment transfer throughout the route.
Revive[34] is another state channel based solution implemented on Ethereum which was proposed
by Rami Khalil and Arthur Gervais in 2017. It provides a scheme to transfer deposits among chan-
nels of users to rebalance the existing payment network without interrupting channels. Rapido[35]
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is a solution based on Bitcoin. It splits the payment value into small shares and sends them via
different routing paths to the destination which will be helpful when there is not enough deposits
in a single channel. Duplex Micropayment Channel[36] is based on Bitcoin and was proposed by
Christian Decker in 2015. Participants have to set up two unidirectional payment channels to enable
bidirectional payments. When a new transaction is generated, the timelock of this transaction will
be lower than the previous one which ensures the latest state will be committed to the blockchain.
However, after the timelock is ”exhausted”, channels must be closed and reopened to enable more
transactions. Channel Factory[37] improves upon the Duplex Micropayment Channel to enable
more transactions generated off the blockchain by resetting the timelock. It also enable several
participants to lock funds in a shared wallet and generate transactions among these participants.

3.1.1 Applications Using State Channel based Payments

There are several applications based on blockchain technology using or attempting to use state
channel based Layer2 approaches to scale their payments system. Connext Network[38], a state
channel based p2p micropayment infrastructure, was launched on the Ethereum mainnet in Septem-
ber 2018. Counterfactual[39] proposed to use a state channel protocol to allow more applications to
achieve instant payments in November 2018. Funfair[40], a game application based on Ethereum,
implemented payment channels for online game transactions. SpankChain[41], an entertainment
ecosystem based on the Ethereum blockchain, has already implemented payment channels on the
mainnet in 2018. Magmo[42], another game applications which is using state channels, has pre-
sented their demo in Devcon4, a popular Ethereum Developer Conference, in 2018.

Table 1: Comparison for State Channel Based Approaches

Approach BitcoinJ Lightning Raiden µRaiden Sprites REVIVE Rapido Duplex ChaneelFactory

Unidirectional X X X X

Bidirectional X X X X X

Timelock X X

Punishment X X X X X X

Bitcoin X X X X

Ethereum X X X X X

Cryptocurrency/ Bitcoin Bitcoin RDN & RDN & ERC-20 ERC-20 ERC-20 Bitcoin Bitcoin

Token ERC-20 ERC-20

Multi-hop X X X X X

Network

Multiple X X X X

Deposits

Multiple X X X X X

Withdrawals

3.1.2 State Channel Based Approaches Discussion

Table 1 shows a comparison of State Channel based approaches. State channel based approaches
can be classified into two categories: unidirectional and bidirectional. BitcoinJ Micropayment
Channel and µRaiden Network are unidirectional payment channels which support transactions
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from only one direction, like in a coffee shops scenario. Compared with unidirectional payment
channels, bidirectional payment channels use a shared account to link different participants and
enable payment to each other. Unidirectional payment channels are simpler than bidirectional
payment channels. However, in reality in the e-commerce industry, if customers get refunds from
a merchant, the unidirectional approaches will cause more on-chain transactions than bidirectional
ones. For example, the average return rate of Singles’ Day was 27% in 2017[43]. That means a
great number of merchants have to be able to send transactions to customers. These approaches
can be classified into two different categories by how they prevent fraud. One is time-based bidirec-
tional channels, like the Duplex Micropayment Channel and the Channel Factory, which uses two
unidirectional channels with a limited lifetime to enable bidirectional transactions. The other kind
of bidirectional channels are punishment-based bidirectional payment channels, like the Lightning
Network, Raiden Network, Sprites, Revive and Rapido, which use a punishment mechanism to en-
sure honesty between participants. The dishonest party may lose all the funds if a fraud happens.
There are no other costs during the transactions as long as there are enough funds in the channel.
However, this still needs every participant to monitor each other’s behavior to avoid loss.

A Payment Network here means transactions can be sent from a customer to a merchant via in-
termediaries, such as an e-commerce platform. The BitcoinJ Micropayment Channel and µRaiden
Network are unidirectional payment channels which do not support a payment network. Duplex
Micropayment Channel and the Channel Factory can support a group of participants. Even though
they allow multiple participants, there are no payment networks in the Duplex Micropayment Chan-
nel and the Channel Factory. But they may suit for ”Group Buying” e-commerce models. The
Lightning Network, Raiden Network, Sprites, Rapido and Revive can transfer payments via inter-
mediaries. Compared with the Lightning Network and the Raiden Network, Sprites decreases the
time cost of unlocking funds from the channels using a PreimageManager contract. Rapido allows
payments to be transferred via multiple channels. However, if participants generate transactions in
one direction frequently, deposits can be easily exhausted and participants have to redeposit to this
channel. This causes more on-chain transactions. Revive can help intermediaries to rebalance their
channels to support more transactions without closing and reopening channels. An e-commerce
platform can use this rebalancing feature to support more transactions in one-directional frequently
used channels. However, all participants’ signatures need to be collected to rebalance channels. If
one or more participants are unresponsive during the rebalancing process, all others need to wait
for a time-out to roll back the status. During this period, the state of these channels is frozen and
no one can send transactions. If this happens frequently, it may result in a denial of service which
may provide a bad user experience for customers. The settings of timeouts or relative thresholds
will seriously affect the efficiency of this off-chain layer.

From the comparison, the Lightning Network and Raiden Network are the two most impor-
tant implementations of state channel protocols. They can support transactions via intermediaries.
They also have drawbacks, such as the time cost for unlocking funds from intermediaries and poor
availability of resetting channels. Sprites achieves the simultaneous release of funds from interme-
diaries, but increases the centralized control risk. Rapido and Revive improve on the Lightning
Network by continually sending transactions without immediately closing channels but they increase
the communication costs.

In the Lightning Network, Raiden Network, Sprites and Revive, intermediaries need to lock the
same amount of funds as the end-points to support a transfer. This means an e-commerce platform
has to provide enough fluid capital to enable services. Rapido divides the total value into small
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amounts which helps more intermediaries to participate in the network. But this still leaves the
problem of intermediary failure. Intermediaries can be other merchants or e-commerce platforms.
If an intermediate node fails during a transmission, other participants have to wait for a period to
close channels and withdraw their funds. The more intermediaries, the longer participants need
to wait. Sprites can relieve this issue using the PreimageManager contract. The unlock request is
controlled by a contract. Once the failing node has recovered, funds can be unlocked simultaneously.

Participants can deposit only once when they use BitcoinJ, Lightning Network, Rapido, Duplex
Micropayment Channel. The Raiden Network, µRaiden Network, Sprites and Revive allow multiple
deposits and withdrawals by using smart contracts. Due to the use of smart contracts, Ethereum
based approaches have a greater ability to support continuous deposits and withdrawals with fewer
on-chain transactions.

3.1.3 Advantages Compared with On-Chain Payments

(1) Privacy. Everything happens inside the channel, not on the entire network and the chain. The
public only sees the open and close transactions.
(2) Low transaction fees. For frequent transactions, the transaction costs can be effectively reduced.
Creating a channel or deploying a contract will have initial costs. After deployment, the cost of
each status update within the channel is very low.
(3) Instant payment. Every transaction on the blockchain needs to wait to be included in a block
and receive confirmation from multiple blocks afterwards. But in state channels, participants can
receive their status update immediately.

3.1.4 Issues of State Channels

State channel or payment channel networks are very young ideas having been first proposed in 2013.
State channels require full availability of all participants. Since the final closure of the channel and
the final status submission may be submitted by a malicious party, there is a risk of losing funds if
you do not pay attention to completing the transaction.

3.2 Sidechain Based Approaches for E-Commerce

Sidechain based approaches are another option for Blockchain Layer2 based e-commerce industry.
This approach was first proposed in 2014[44]. Figure 5 shows the workflow involved.

Customers and merchants/platforms lock funds on the mainchain via scripts in Bitcoin or
smart contracts in Ethereum. The same value of alternative tokens(tokens used in sidechains) will
be released on the sidechain. Customers can use these alter-token to generate transactions on the
sidechain. These transactions can be included in sidechain blocks. After they finish payments,
they can provide a proof of locked assets on the sidechain to the mainchain and withdraw their
funds in the mainchain. Participants in the blockchains can lock their funds in blockchains with
high transaction volume and low transaction speed, and unlock other coins in chains with low
transaction volume and high transaction speed. The main chain can ensure the funds security
while the sidechains allow more micropayments and frequent e-commerce trading.

There are several sidechain based solutions for Bitcoin and Ethereum. Rootstock(RSK)[45] is
one of the most well known two-way pegged Bitcoin sidechains which was created by the Bitcoin
core team in 2013. Users lock up their BTC and get an equivalent amount of RBTC in the sidechain,
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Figure 5: Sidechains

rootstock. Rootstock introduces Federations, a set of semi-trusted third-parties (STTPs), to help
lock and release bitcoins on the Bitcoin blockchain. Rootstock requires the Federations to have the
ability to check the correctness of the release of BTC funds. There are 25 leading bitcoin industry
companies in the RSK Federation list, including Bitfinex, Bitbulls and Huobi[46]. These companies
act as notaries in the RSK Federation. When STTPs receive commands from the RSK blockchain,
only the majority of STTPs need to approve the transaction and BTC funds can be released on the
Bitcoin blockchain. RSK proposes to be launched on the Bitcoin mainnet in 2020[47]. Plasma[48]
is a sidechain based solution for the Ethereum blockchain which was proposed by Joseph Poon in
2017. It is a framework that uses a Proof-of-Stake protocol to maintain the sidechain and uses
a UTXO model, like Bitcoin to handle payments. Smart contracts are used to lock funds in the
Ethereum blockchain. The Plasma team published their first implementation ”Minimal Viable
Plasma”(MVP)[49] in 2018, a simplified version of Plasma. The plasma contract has been de-
ployed to the Ethereum blockchain mainnet. There are three entities involved in Plasma MVP,
the Ethereum blockchain with Plasma contracts, Operators, and clients. The Ethereum blockchain
together with Plasma contracts are used to lock funds from clients and verify the commitments. A
Plasma Operator is a centralized authority which can generate plasma blocks with specific rules.
The operator is responsible for collecting transactions into blocks and will send the hash of blocks
which include transactions to the root Ethereum blockchain and let the root chain make the confir-
mation. Clients are users who want to transfer their funds. Participants use signatures to verify or
confirm a transaction. For example, when Alice sends a transaction, she needs to sign a transaction
which means she saw this transaction and passed it to Bob. Bob then signs it, which means he also
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saw it and now the transaction is valid.
Plasma Cash[50] is another implementation of Plasma proposed by Plasma team in 2018. It uses

Non-Fungible-Tokens(NFTs) to enable less user data checking and Sparse Merkle Trees to check the
ownership of coins. NFTs are a kind of token which are not interchangeable. A fungible token is like
gasoline, one unit is replaceable by any other. But a non-fungible token is like a airplane ticket which
has customer name, departure time and seat number and is unique to each other. There are some
other implementations, including More Viable Plasma (MoreVP)[51],Plasma Snapp[52], Plasma
Debit[53] and Plasma Bridge[54]. MoreVP reduces the number of exchanged message compared
with Minimal Viable Plasma. In MoreVP, a latest transaction has the highest priority which
ensures the new transaction can be committed to the blockchain without exchanging signatures
like in Minimal Viable Plasma. Plasma Snapp uses a double-signed mechanism which ensures all
owners for this block can prove transactions are valid and up to date which can prevent fraud.
In Plasma Snapp, the operator sends a hash of transactions to their owners. When participants
confirm transactions are included and valid, both of them need to sign the hash. Otherwise, the
hash of that block is invalid. Plasma Bridge proposes to use the plasma chain to connect two layer1
chains which enables coin exchange between two main chains. In Plasma Debit, when a user wants
to pay another user, they simply pay the operator and have the operator pay the other user.

3.2.1 Applications Using Sidechain based Payments

OmiseGo[55], a Decentralized Exchange platform is building Minimal Viable Plasma to increase
the number of transactions per second they can support. Loom Network is a multichain interop-
erability platform which used Plasma Cash to support their transactions[56] in 2018. Liquid[57], a
commercial sidechain implemented by Blockstream[58], moves funds between exchanges. POA[59]
is an Ethereum sidechain which enables a 5 second block interval in their sidechain.

Table 2: Comparison for Sidechain Based Approaches

Approach Third Party Native Token Bitcoin Ethereum

Pegged Sidechain Federation BTC,sidechain token X

Rootstock Federation BTC,RBTC X

MV P Operator ETH,ERC-20 X

Plasma Cash Operator ETH,NFT X

MoreV P Operator ETH,ERC-20 X

Plasma Snapp Operator ETH,ERC-20 X

Plasma Debit Operator ETH,ERC-20 X

PlasmaBridge Operator ETH,ERC-20 X

3.2.2 Sidechain Based Approaches Discussion

Table 2 presents the comparison of Sidechain based approaches. Sidechains or Plasma can help to
deal with more transactions than the main blockchains. Unlike state channels which can be opened
and closed by participants, once a sidechain is established, it becomes permanent. Participants can
only lock and unlock funds from the sidechain instead of closing a sidechain. Transaction records
in sidechains are also permanent.

However, participants need to trust a group of third parties, such as a Federation(Cryptocurrency
Exchange Platforms) or Operator, to ensure security tokens are locked. This federation or opera-
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tor structure adds another layer between the main chain(Layer1) and ”sidechains”(layer2) which
increases risks. In addition, ”sidechains” have to maintain their own security. For example, if there
are not enough miners working on the sidechain, it may be easy to subvert.

3.2.3 Advantages Compared with On-Chain Payments

(1) Low transaction fees.
(2) Permanent. As long as a sidechain is created, it can used by anyone on the mainchain.

3.2.4 Issues of Sidechain based Approaches

(1) Less privacy. Compared with state channel based approaches, transactions on sidechains are
not private. All participants involved in the same sidechain can view these transactions.
(2) High initial cost. Sidechains have their consensus mechanism and security level. This means
miners also need to work on sidechains. If there is not enough mining power to ensure the security
of a sidechain, it could be attacked.
(3) Third-party or intermediary. Sidechain based approaches require federations or operators to
connect the original chain and sidechain. These intermediaries may easily to be attacked.

These Layer 2 solutions have great potential to increase the number of transactions processed
per second which improves the scalability of the blockchain itself. We will now discuss the possibility
and issues of applying Layer2 methods to the e-commerce industry.

4 Realising Layer 2 Technology for Potential E-Commerce

In the e-commerce industry, we assume there are merchants, customers and e-commerce platforms.
A customer must establish Layer2 links to send transactions to merchants. To apply Layer2 ap-
proaches to the e-commerce industry, there are several issues we have to consider, including the
topology of the Layer 2 e-commerce network and the fee costs for different topologies.

4.1 Topology

Topology is the geographic arrangement of elements of a communication network. These elements
include nodes and links. For Layer2 approaches, nodes are customers, intermediate service providers
and merchants; links are payment channels established between every two participants or groupings
of participants in case of the sidechains.

There are several types of topology that could be used to serve the e-commerce industry. We
assume participants are all connected to the Internet and they can all access the public blockchain,
but there are no Layer2 connections among these participants originally.

4.1.1 Single Merchant

In the simplest scenario, there is only one merchant providing products, but this merchant may
manage a number of nodes in Layer2. For example, Apple operates an online store and customers
can directly buy products from its website. Figure 6 shows a simple single merchant topology.
Nodes owned by this merchant connect with each other and customers connect with one of these
merchant nodes.
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Figure 6: Single Merchant Topology

If State Channel based approaches are used in this topology, each customer must establish
a payment channel with a merchant node to generate transactions. We assume Customer =
{c1, c2, c3, ...} is the collection of customers for a merchant, |Customer| is total number of customers
and OffchainTransaction = {oct1, oct2, oct3, ...} is number of off-chain transactions generated by
each customer. Figure 7 shows an example of Single Merchant Topology.

Figure 7: Single Merchant Payments based on State Channel

The total number of payment channels for this kind of topology is |Customer|. The initial
number of on-chain transactions is 2×|Customer|, including opening and closing channels. Besides,
the total number of off-chain transactions NOCT is

NOCT =

|Customer|∑
i=1

octi (1)

If Sidechain based approaches are applied in this topology, we assumeMerchant = {m1,m2,m3, ...}
is the collection of merchant nodes, Customer = {c1, c2, c3, ...} is the collection of customers,
|Merchant| is number of merchants and |Customer| is number of customers, MCTF is the main
chain transaction fee for a single transaction, SCTF is the sidechain transaction fee for a single
transaction, Participants = |Merchant| + |Customer| is number of participants, including all
merchant nodes and customers, SidechainTransactions = {sct1, sct2, sct3, ...} is the number of
transactions generated in ”sidechains” by each customer. Figure 8 shows the workflow of sidechain
based single merchant payments. The total fee costs TFC of sidechain based approaches are

TFC = 2×MCTF × Participants+ SCTF ×
|Customer|∑

i=1

scti (2)
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Figure 8: Single Merchant Payments based on Sidechain

The transaction fee costs of sidechain based approaches include fees for locking and unlocking
funds on the main chain as well as transaction fees on the sidechains.

4.1.2 Single Platform plus Multiple Merchants

An e-commerce platform, like Amazon, provides services to customers and merchants. All trans-
actions can be made using Amazon as an intermediary. Figure 9 shows a single platform topology.
With the e-commerce platform node acting as an intermediary, a customer and a merchant both
have to establish connections with a platform node. The e-commerce platform manages a number
of nodes to provide transfer services.

Figure 9: The Customer-Platform-Merchant Topology

In State Channel based approaches, we assume EPlatform = {p1, p2, p3, ...} is a collec-
tion of e-commerce platform nodes, Merchant = {m1,m2,m3, ...} is a collection of merchants,
Customer = {c1, c2, c3, ...} is a collection of customers, |Merchant| shows the number of merchants
and |Customer| shows the number of customers, OffchainTransactions = {oct1, oct2, oct3, ...} is
number of off-chain transactions generated by customers. Figure 10 shows an example of Single
Platform Topology based on State Channels. The e-commerce platform might maintain hundreds
of thousands of nodes as intermediaries. These platform nodes connect with each other to ensure
customers who connect with different nodes can find payment routes to merchants. The number of
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platform payment channels that connect these platform nodes is PPC.

Figure 10: Single Platform Topology based on State Channels

The total number of payment channels in this topology is N = |Customer|+|Merchant|+PPC
and the initial number of on-chain transactions, including opening and closing channels, is 2N .

The number of off-chain transactions is NOCT =
∑|Customer|

i=1 octi.
In Sidechain based approaches, we assume EPlatform = {p1, p2, p3, ...} is the collection

of e-commerce platform nodes, Merchant = {m1,m2,m3, ...} is the collection of merchants,
Customer = {c1, c2, c3, ...} is the collection of customers, MCTF is the main chain transac-
tion fee for a single transaction, SCTF is the sidechain transaction fee for a single transaction,
Participants = |EPlatform|+ |Merchant|+ |Customer| is the number of participants, including
platforms, merchants and customers, SidechainCustomerTransaction = {scct1, scct2, scct3, ...}
represents the number of customer-to-platform transactions carried out by each customer, SidechainP latformTransaction =
{scpt1, scpt2, scpt3, ...} represents the number of platform-to-merchant transactions carried out by
each platform node.

The total fee costs of sidechain based approaches includes locking and unlocking transaction
fees on the main chain of all participants and transaction fees generated by customers (customers
→ platforms) and platforms (platforms → merchants) on the sidechain. The total fee costs TFC
of sidechain based approaches are

TFC = 2×MCTF × Participants+ SCTF × (

|Customer|∑
i=1

sccti +

|Merchant|∑
j=1

scptj) (3)

In the next section, we will use (1)-(4) to compare the total fee costs of different topology.

4.1.3 Analysis

We consider a company like Apple as a single merchant example and Taobao.com as a single
platform example. For Apple, there are 588 million of users worldwide. For Taobao.com, there
were 693 million active users in 2019[60] and 7 million merchants[61].
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Figure 11: Single Platform Topology based on Sidechains

Table 3: Comparison of Different Payment Methods

Payment Method Transaction Fee Transaction Speed Transaction Settlement Time

CreditCard 1.5-2.9% 1700 transactions/second 24hours-3days

Layer1−Bitcoin $0.21 7 transactions/second 10 minutes-1 hour

Layer1− Ethereum $0.11-0.39 8 transactions/second 15 seconds-5 minutes

Layer2− LightningNetwork $0.00008 1 million transactions/second [62] Depends on when participants close the channel

Layer2− Plasma - 22000 transactions/second[63] Depends on when participants withdraw from main chain

Table 3 shows the comparison of different payment methods, including Credit Card, Bitcoin,
Ethereum, a State Channel based Layer2 approach and a Sidechain based Layer2 approach. We
compare the transaction fee, the transaction speed and how long before the merchant can withdraw
their payment (settlement time). For the Layer2 technology Plasma, incentive mechanisms are
proposed which attaches a transaction fee to each transaction. However, these mechanisms have not
been applied for Plasma[64]. Therefore, the transaction fee in a Plasma chain is 0 currently[65]. In
Figure 12, we take Taobao.com as an example to show the different costs of these payment methods
when applied to Singles’ Day. For Layer2, we assume all parties are already participating in the
Lightning Network or Plasma chain. There is no initial cost to join Layer2 network. According
to CAINIAO Global[66], the official global parcel tracking platform of Alibaba, there are 1.35
billion delivery orders on Singles’ Day and the total value of these products is $38.4 billion. The
Bitcoin blockchain cannot process this amount of transactions currently. If we had a faster Bitcoin
transaction speed available to us, we get the result in Figure 12. From Figure 12, we notice Layer2
approaches can significantly reduce transaction fees.

We take the production Lightning Network as a State Channel based example. From 1ML.com[67],
a Lightning Network analysis engine, the most connected node currently has 35,137 channels. We
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Figure 12: Comparison of Fee Costs Associated with Different Payment Methods for E-Commerce
Traffic on Singles’ Day

adopt this figure in our calculation and assume that each merchant node in our Single Merchant
Topology and each platform node in our Single Platform Topology can connect up to 35,137 pay-
ment channels. Table 3 shows the number of merchant nodes or platform nodes required.

Table 4: Number of Users and Nodes required
Single Merchant (Apple) Single Platform (Taobao)

TotalNumber of Users 588 million 700 million

TotalNumber of NodesRequired 16,800 20,000

We observe the total fee costs of different payment methods according to previous formula we
proposed. The average on-chain transaction fee is $0.21. Figure 13 shows how costs rise when:
1) directly generating transactions with the merchant on the blockchain, 2) sending transactions
via state channels, 3) sending transactions using sidechains without transaction fees, 4)sending
transactions using sidechains with $0.01 transaction fees on the sidechain, 5) sending transactions
using sidechains with $0.05 transaction fees on the sidechain.

In Figure 13, ”Number of Transactions” is the transactions customers intend to send. We can
see if these transactions are sent via Layer2 approaches, there are initial costs for opening and
closing payment channels in State Channel based approaches or locking and unlocking funds in
Sidechain based approaches. Layer2 approaches can save transaction fees only when the number of
off-chain transactions is more than the initial number of on-chain transactions required to set up
Layer2. In plots 3), 4), and 5), we show sidechain based results. We can notice the slope increases
as the transaction fee increases. The plots of 2) and 3) almost coincide in Figure 13. State Channel
based approaches can, in general, consume lower transaction fees than Sidechain based approaches.

Figure 14 shows the analysis of the Single Platform Topology. The total fee costs of each ap-
proach is similar to the Single Merchant Topology. However, when the number of users increases,
the total fee costs is more than for the Single Merchant Topology with the same number of trans-
actions. In Table 3, there are 20,000 nodes maintained by the e-commerce platform. In Figure
15, we analyze the fee costs with different numbers of payment channel connections among the
platform nodes. More connections can ensure the availability of the network when some of these
connections are crashed. We take the Lightning Network as an example. The average fee charged
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Figure 13: Single Merchant Topology Analysis Assuming 588 Million Users

Figure 14: Single Platform Topology Analysis Assuming 700 Million Users

by intermediaries is 1 satoshi which equals to $0.00008 in Nov, 2019. The graphs plotted are 1)
each node only has one payment channel that connects to one other intermediate node, 2) each
node has two payment channels that connect to two other nodes, 3) each node has 10 payment
channels that connect to ten other nodes, and 4) each node has 100 payment channels that connect
to one hundred other nodes. Payments just pass through one intermediary in Figure 15. We can
see that when there are more payment channels among these intermediaries, total fees rise.

Figure 16 shows the results with different number of intermediaries. With 2 billion transactions
and $0.00008 intermediary transaction fee, 10 intermediaries costs $800,000 more than 5 interme-
diaries and 5 intermediaries costs $700,000 more than 1 intermediary. This gap will increase with
the increasing of the number of transactions. Thus, we can see when a transaction pass through
more hops, total fees rise.

In the topology analysis, we find Layer2 approaches can significantly save transaction fees only
when the number of off-chain transactions is more than the initial number of on-chain transactions
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Figure 15: Comparison of State Channel based approaches with adjust the number of connections
between adjacent platform nodes

Figure 16: Comparison of State Channel based approaches with different number of intermediaries

required for setting up the Layer2 network. State channel based approaches provide the lowest total
fee costs compared with sidechain based approaches and directly generating on-chain transactions
with merchants or platforms. The merchant or platform can manage a number of nodes to provide
payment services. However, the connection rules among these nodes will affect the total costs. The
more payment channels are established with other platform nodes, the more on-chain transactions
will be generated and thus, cost will be higher. From our results, 1 channel or 2 channels between
each platform node provide the lowest cost. However, using 1 payment channel may be equivalent
to using a star topology. If the central node crashes in a star topology, the whole system will be
affected. Therefore, 2 payment channels and 1 intermediate hop should be a good compromise
connection for a platform-node topology because it provides some resilience with a low cost.

4.2 Funds Capacity

In State Channel based approaches, intermediaries have to lock an amount of funds equal to the
transaction value that will flow through the node. In Sidechain based approaches, if there are
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platform nodes in the topology, they are similar to agents which are used to receive payments
from customers and send them to merchants. Platform nodes do not need to lock funds like State
Channel based approaches. Therefore, we only discuss State Channel based approaches in this
section. In State Channel based payments, ’funds capacity’ is the amount of funds that must be
locked by intermediaries, such as e-commerce platforms, to support transactions from customers
to merchants. In previous sections, we have already discussed a Single Platform Topology. In this
section, we will discuss how the structure of these intermediaries may affect the funds capacity of
the e-commerce platform.

Figure 17: A Payment via multiple Intermediaries (In this figure, PT=t1+t2+t3+t4+t5)

Figure 17 shows a payment process traversing several platform nodes en route to a merchant.
In this section, we will discuss something different from the previous sections and with different

variables definition. In State Channel based approaches, we assume it takes time T = {t1, t2, t3, ...}
to transfer funds from a customer to a merchant using a payment channel network. The total
number of transactions generated during this period is TT . The set of payment values is V =
{v1, v2, v3, ...}. Each payment will pass through different routes which have different number of
intermediaries. The number of intermediaries is I = {i1, i2, i3, ...}. Figure 18 shows an example
where two payments v1 = 5 and v2 = 10 are sent from the customer c1 to the merchant m1 via
two different routes. In order to support these payments, intermediate nodes have to lock the same
amount of funds. For the Route 1, 15 coins need to be locked by the e-commerce platform. For the
Route 2, 20 coins need to be locked by the platform. These locked funds cannot be reused until c1
successfully release these payments via Hashed TimeLock Contracts (HTLCs).

Therefore, if each intermediary locks the same amount of funds, the funds capacity FC that

needs to be locked in the platform for the time PT =
∑|T |

i=1 ti is

FC =

TT∑
i=1

vi × Ii (4)

If we attempt to calculate the amount of transactions that the network can carry over a period of
time, we define this period is PP and the amount of value is L. Then L is
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Figure 18: Payments Transferring via Different Routes (upper solid line is Route 1 which via three
intermediaries, i1 = 3, the process time is t1 + t2 + t3 + t4 = 4s; lower dot line is Route 2 which
via two intermediaries, i2 = 2, the process time is t1 + t2 + t3 = 4s)

L =

{ ∑TT
i=1 vi,

PP
PT ≤ 1

dPP
PT e

∑TT
i=1 vi,

PP
PT >1

(5)

After PT , the funds locked by intermediaries can be reused. In Formula 6, if the PP
PT ≤ 1, this

means intermediate nodes have not unlocked funds from their neighbors yet during the period PP .
Therefore, these funds cannot be used for other payments. If PP

PT >1, it means funds have been

unlocked and another amount of value
∑TT

i=1 vi can be transferred through these nodes.

4.2.1 Analysis

Table 5 shows sales volume of Alibaba on Singles’ Day in 24 hours from 2016 to 2019[68][69][70].

Table 5: Alibaba Singles’ Day Sales Volume
Year 2016 2017 2018 2019

Sales($) 20 billion 25.3 billion 30.8 billion 38.4 billion

In 2019, the sales volume L = 38.4billion. We assume PP = 86400s (a day) and time for
transferring payment in each channels is equal to t. If t = 1s with 1 intermediary, we know PT = 2s
and the funds capacity FC is $888,889. If we set t = 1500s and still 1 intermediary, PT = 3000s
and funds capacity FC is 1.3 billion dollars. If t = 1s and 5 intermediate hops, PT = 6s and funds
capacity FC is $13.3 million. Therefore, with the same number of intermediaries, a longer transfer
time requires more funds capacity to support the same sales volume. With the same transfer time
period, more intermediate hops require more funds capacity.

From the previous sections, we find the main contribution of Layer2 technology is to reduce
the number of transactions generated on the blockchain. However, due to initial cost of Layer2
approaches, only when the number of off-chain transactions is more than the initial number of
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on-chain transactions for setting up Layer2, Layer2 approaches can significantly save transaction
fees. Due to no transaction fee on Plasma chain currently, if customers and merchants are already
in Lightning Network or Plasma chain, the latter one could provide lower fee costs. With the same
Layer2 transaction fees, State Channel based approaches provide lower fee costs than Sidechain
based approaches in the e-commerce scenario because there is no initial cost for merchants and
only customers need to generate opening channel transactions on the blockchain. However, in
Sidechain based approaches, both customers and merchants have to generate locking and unlocking
funds transactions on the blockchain.

The e-commerce platform can organize a number of nodes to balance the traffic. Customers and
merchants can connect to one or two of them and these nodes connect with each other. It ensures
every customer can transfer payments even merchants do not connect with the same platform node
with him. The fewer payment channels among platform nodes and the fewer intermediaries passed
through, the lower total fee costs.

We also find the funds capacity in State Channel based approaches depends on the processing
time for a transaction to complete and the number of intermediaries. The longer the process time of
a transaction or the more intermediaries, the more funds capacity need to be locked in the network.

4.3 Time to Construct the Network

In using layer 2 payment systems, there is an up-front cost in the transaction fees that are required
to construct the payment network. Once this network is established and these substantial costs
incurred, subsequent transactions can be carried out cheaply and efficiently.

Besides the total fee costs we discussed previously, a second consideration is the time that will
elapse while the network is being set up. Each customer and merchant must engage in on-chain
transactions to establish their channels with intermediaries and there are a very large number of
these. We have calculated that for a scenario in which there are 6 million merchants and 700
million customers that the required number of on-chain transactions for opening channels in State
Channel based approaches is 700 million, for joining a sidechain in Sidechain based approaches is
706 million.

Performing these transactions on today’s public blockchains will take many hundreds of days.
For example, if we use Ethereum’s transaction rate of 20 Tps, it will require all of the blockchain’s
capacity for 405 hundred days to establish the network. Incremental improvements in Ethereum’s
performance can make a huge difference to the feasibility of this though. The 2020 release of
Ethereum, referred to as the Istanbul hard-fork[71], claims to be able to achieve 3,000 Tps and this
would shrink this time to 2.7 days.

It is also unlikely that the system would be employed in a big-bang fashion. More likely it
would see test deployments with a gradual building of capacity such that it would be capable of
handling traffic peaks like Singles Day a year or more after initial deployments. We can see that
although this setup traffic would strain the capacity of today’s blockchain capacity it is still in the
realms of feasibility.

5 Conclusion

In this article, we find blockchain Layer2 technology is feasible for mass e-commerce. Blockchain
Layer2 technology is considered as a revolution which has the potential to change the e-commerce
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industry. It aims to provide secure, automatic and trustworthy payments with fewer transaction
fees than blockchain transactions or traditional payment systems, like credit cards. The main
features of e-commerce are high transaction frequency, small average payment amount, a great
number of products and diverse trading entities. In the network configurations that we have
explored, Layer2 technology can support thousands of times the transaction volumes that can be
achieved with using Layer1 blockchain transactions alone. This corresponds to hundreds of times
the transaction rates that are currently being achieved with credit cards in today’s ecommerce
environment. With Layer2 approaches, customers can send micro and instant transactions directly
to merchants without transaction fees or only with a small fee of less than 1 cent. If customers,
merchants or e-commerce platforms successfully set up Layer2 network, customers can send micro
and instant transactions to merchants without Layer2 transaction fees or only with a small fee of
less than 1 cent. In addition, when a new customer or merchant joins to the Layer2 network, he
only needs to connect to a node and use the existing topology to send or receive payments. It
is scalable and suitable for mass e-commerce scenarios which involve a great number of entities.
Moreover, there are no issues of funds capacity required in Sidechain based Layer2 approaches.
If we use State Channel based Layer2 approaches, with few intermediaries and a short delay, the
e-commerce platform does not need to lock up a very large amount of funds. After analyzing the
time cost, applying Layer2 technology to e-commerce industry is also feasible.
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